
ARTISTRY™ 6-PC. BRUSH SET            
The best in makeup deserves the best in brushes – Artistry™ brand delivers both!  
These six tools let you effortlessly line, define, blend and contour like a  
professional makeup artist. Use these tips to create endless Artistry™ looks.

CONCEALER BRUSH
Gentle synthetic fibers in a flat, 
rounded paddle shape offer 
precise application to diminish 
your imperfections, dark circles 
and uneven skin tone.

Apply product onto the top of 
the brush and gently dab under 
your eyes – the soft fibers won’t 
irritate this delicate area. Use 
the brush to apply eye serums 
and creams by gently patting 
around your entire eye area.

EYE SHADOW BRUSH
Dense, tapered synthetic bristles 
let you apply, layer, blend and 
smudge eye color to your lid and 
line areas.  

Press (rather than sweep) 
eye shadow onto your lid for 
more even, gentle application. 
Use brush tips to smudge eye 
shadow on the outside corners 
for a dramatic smoky eye effect.

EYE LINER/BROW BRUSH
With its thin profile and angled 
structure, this brush makes for 
easy, accurate shadow and liner 
application. Soft fibers are gentle 
on the delicate eye area and 
angled bristles are perfect for 
brow shaping. 

The angled tip allows you to 
create a thin, even line – perfect 
for creating a cat eye. For brows, 
simply blend upward starting 
from the beginning of the brow 
and move outward. 

POST YOUR PERFECT LOOKS!   
Show off your mod makeup skills  
by sharing your favorite Artistry™  
and Artistry Studio™ looks on  
social media – tag with #ArtistryUS,  
#ArtistryCanada and #IAmAPassionista.

PRO TIP: 

HIGHLIGHT/CONTOUR 
BRUSH
With a wide and thin side, this 
multi-purpose brush lets you 
contour the angles of your face 
and lightly highlight to create 
definition. The fan shape allows 
for delicate placement of color. 

Use the brush to remove excess 
powder or hold it under the eye 
as a screen when applying  
eye shadow.

PRO TIP: 

POWDER BRUSH
With its finely-milled, synthetic 
fibers and flexible shape, this 
high-performance rounded  
and tapered brush gives  
a lightweight powder  
finish on your face,  
neck and décolleté.  

Use the brush to apply body 
products and add shimmer  
to your décolleté.

PRO TIP: 

FOUNDATION BRUSH 
Densely-packed, angled  
synthetic fibers offer complete 
control for evenly applying and 
blending foundation on your 
face and neck, including your 
nose, chin, eye area  
and hairline.

Pump foundation directly onto 
the top of the brush and then 
blend evenly on your face.  
Also try using the brush to press 
cream blush into the apples of 
your cheeks.  

PRO TIP: 

PRO TIP: 
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